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Page 71, Figure 5.1

The correct label for this chart is Sample PERT chart.

The correct figure should be the figure on page 2 of this document.

The figure that is currently there, although incorrect, should have the source line:
Adapted from Job Description for Director, Integrated Healthcare Information, Central DuPage Health System, Ann Ogorzalek, RHIA; Amatayakul 2013, 105.

Page 72, Figure 5.2

The correct label for this chart is Sample Gantt chart.

Page 191, Figure 5.2

The definitions for FESR and BESR are reversed in the Improved Productivity section.

Page 288, Check Your Understanding 7.1

The correct answer should be C. Encoder.

The encoder is used by coders to select the appropriate code for the diagnosis(es) and procedure(s) supported by the medical record.